


Its program code, graphic representation and artwork 
are the copyright of Ocean Software Limited and may 
not be reproduced, stored, hired or broadcast in any 
form whatsoever without the written permission of 
O .S.L All rights reserved. The program runs on the -48k 
ORIC I Computer 
The object of the Adventure is to find the six Treasures 
on the Island while fending off •II >h<! ~..ngers which you 
will encounter. 

LOADING 
Position the cassette in your tape recorder with the 
printed side upwards and make sure that it is rewound 
to the beginning. Ensure that the leads are connected 
correctly and that the volume level has been adjusted for 
normal loading level. Type C LOAD "INTRO" 
<RETURN> Now press play on the recorder. The 
screen message should appear and the game will load 
automatically. [For further instructions consult the 
section of your manual on LOADING.] 
PLAYING 
You have just been shipwrecked on a Coral reef 
sul'rounding an Island and are the only survivor. You 
must first swim ashore, but on reaching land your 
adventure has only just begun. In oo-dPr to succeed you 
must discover the six treasures hidden somewhere on 
your new home, but beware many dangers lie ahead and 
you must be pretty smart to stay out of trouble. Some of 
the perils you will face will be the Hungry Snake, 
Dreaded Tunnel Bugs. Fierce Shark and Gigantic Ants. 
You must avoid the Quicksand, dodge the Waterfall, 
negotiate the Maze, swim the River and don 't forget to 
Pay the Toll on the Fishing Bridge. Other dangers are 
lurking but you must find those out for yourself -
GOOD LUCK! 



~!ISLAND OF DEATH!~ 
STATUS AND SCORING 
Scoring and Instructions will be shown on screen as the 
adventure progresses. 

CONTROLS 
Keyboard inputs for your adventure will appear as you 
progress. 

ISLAND OF DEATH written by David Howse is one 
of a number of ex . ;...., :--<"es published by Ocean. 
Please ask your loca dealer for other titles in our range. 

If you 've written a good program why not contact us, 
without obligation, to discuss marketing. Write to: 
Ocean Software Umited, 
Ralli Building, Stanley Street, 
Manchester Ml SFD. 
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